Neural substrates of spoken language rehabilitation in an aphasic patient: an fMRI study.
Little is known about the neural counterparts of speech therapy in aphasic patients. An fMRI experiment was performed before and after a specific and intensive speech output therapy in RC, a patient with long-lasting speech output deficit following a left-sided ischemic lesion. Overt picture naming and picture/word rhyming were used as activation tasks in RC and 6 control subjects. The naming task concerned the output lexicon deficit to be rehabilitated while rhyming referred to preserved levels of processing and was used to control for repetition effect. The speech therapy program improved naming performance. By comparison to the pattern observed before therapy, the naming task after therapy induced a pattern of activation close to that observed in control subjects, involving left-sided language areas surrounding the lesion. Speech therapy effect was associated with activations in Broca's area and the left supra-marginal gyrus, which might reflect a therapy-induced phonological compensatory strategy for naming.